RCD 30th Anniversary Celebrations – Children Colouring Contest

Congratulations to 4 winners:
- Adrian Chan (age 6) – winner of age group 6-7
- Hilary Tsui (age 8) – winner of age group 8-9
- Noreen Chan (age 11) – winner of age group 10-12
- Nora Cheung (age 8) – winner of “Special Comment”

Thank you to over 40 submissions of artworks for RCD’s first children colouring contest! All the artworks are of remarkable qualities – some colourful, some abstract, some detail-oriented, and some with excellent colour matching. It is indeed a difficult job to select the winners, because they all show very impressive effort.

We also want to thank Richmond News for publishing the colouring sheet and artist Earthstar Jai Smith for donating his artwork to the RCD! Without them, the contest would not have reached so many audiences.

Here are the winning artworks:

Adrian Chan

Hilary Tsui

Noreen Chan

Nora Cheung